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This study attempts to find out the current marketing
problems of personal computers to the business sector in
bong Kong. It aims to discover an average buyer's preferences
and expectation, and how the vendors response to him. The
target population for this study is the vendors of personal
computers and buyers which consist of the various professional
firms and commercial establishments.
The study is based on a sample draw-n by simple random
sampling. Data collection is by mail questionnaire,
supplemented by interviews. The findings have shown that:
1. Of all selection criteria, memory capacity, number of
built in expansion boards, price and number of application
software are most important.
2. On marketing media, other users' recommendation
superceded all other media.
3. The professional firms and the commercial establishments
are homogeneous in all selection criteria except there
is some slight variation in the area of applications of
a personal computer.
4. There is a discrepancy between the customers' expectation
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History of Personal Computer
The origin of personal computer can be traced back to
1969 when Intel has developed a single logic chip in which
a very elementary central processing unit has been built,
Intel called it a microcomputer_ and gave it the name
Intel 8088. By to-day's definitions, the 8088 is a
microprocessor.
Then in 1974, 1•.icro Instrumentation and' T e1vme.,.try
Systems (FITS) in lbuquer. que, Nei Yexico, sold a computer
kit to assemble a computer at home, called ALT.AIR. This
idea was developed by Ed Robertson, president of NITS, who
made use of the 8080A chip developed by Intel. The computer
manufactured based on this design drawing was the first
personal computer. They were popular and 2,000 units had been
sold by 1975. Other computer manufacturers then followed
and in 1977, Commodore, Heathkit and Radio Shack entered
the personal computer market. The package of personal
computer was also gradually changed from kit form to finished
products.
Change of Way of A Ul.y Personal Computer
The early personal computers were used mainly on. hobbies
rather than catered for practical business applications.
As a result, the personal computer originally is, desined
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to target for educational, recreational, home management
and other personal usages.
Today, personal computers have been applied to not only
for personal computing or hobbyists, but to cover most widely-
noted commercial and technical applications.
One factor that leads to this change is that in the
past, office productivity has been low as compared to the
manufacturing sector. According to a study by Stanford
Research Institute covering the decade between 1968- 78,
the productivity of manufacturing sector increased by 90
percent but none in the office sector. As a result, office
cost has been increased from 20- 30 percent to 40- 50
percent of the total cost of a company. IN`ore and more companies
are concerned over how to improve the productivity of the
office and personal computers have been viewed by enterprises
as an important tool for office efficiency.
Current Status of Persona]. Commuter
The evolution of personal computer culminates when
IB:NN introduced its first personal computer model PC in 1982.
Since then, close to 200 computer manufacturers worldwide
have joined this booming market.,
In January 1983, Apple Computer Incorporation introduced
Lisa. Though technologically quite advanced, the steep price
had put the machine beyond the reach of hobbyists.
Then in January 1981-, Apple introduced Macintosh with
a new feature referred to as a mouse, a pointing device.
Tay moving the mouse across' a smooth surface, a pointer in
the shape of an arrow can be quickly moved to different
positions on the display screen thus making the computer
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quite easy to use.
Besides these two personal computer giants in the field,
Hewlett Packard also launched their new personal computer,
HP-150 which has an innovation of touch-screen. The user
can give instruction to the personal computer by pointing
to the screen the instruction he selects*
Ap j213-cations of Personal Computers
The compilation of budgets and plans requires a lot of
repetitive calculation with sub-totals, grand-totals appeared
from time to time. Besides, the variable will always be
changed to see what will be the impact on the results. The
resulting figure will also be required to be plotted on a
graph. Usually, this requires lots of manual work with staff
working overtime quite a number of days.
Personal computers can be used to reduce this tedious
manual computation. :oreover, the inter-active feature of
personal computer makes the user realize, almost simultaneously
the impact on the result once a'variable has been changed.
This will facilitate the choice of variable.
yTord-processing is another area where personal computer
will be applied most. Some letters and documents, such as
invoice and certain standard for-in of agreement require a
secretary or clerical staff to perform some repetitive
typing. The use of personal computer, besides reducing
clerical work required, also ensures the accuracy of the
typing work.
Apart from the above common usages, personal computers
can also be applied to communications and networks or
other technical or scientific purposes. With the advance
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of technology, the use of personal computers may be unlimited.
Personal Computers in Hong Kona-
Hong Kong, having no natural resources, yet claims a
very-important role in the world trade business, mainly
because of the high working efficiency of the local companies.
The hardworking attitude of Hong Kong people of course
contributes to this success to a great extent. Nevertheless,
company's acceptance and wide use of modern office equipment,
particularly, computers and communication, also account for
Hong Kong's prosperity. How to computerize the working
place thus becomes necessary for companies wishing to remain
competitive in the international market. In the past, the
high cost of computers had detered most companies from buying
computers. However, the introduction of personal computer
into Hong Kong with its low price and voluminous and easy-
to-use sof:twares, brings the computers within reach of most
companies. The demand for personal computers from the
business sector would be very great indeed and this demand
would far out-number the demand from the individual hobbyists.
Market Situation in Hong Kong
Hong Kong, being historically weak in the research an
development groundwork in high technologies, did not have
the first computer completely manufactured locally until
late 1983. Even today, almost 90 percent of the computer
vendors in Hong Kong are only concerned with the marketing
aspect of this high-tech arena.
Meanwhile, with so many different brands of personal
computer introduced from almost every part of the globe,
Hong Kong computer marketers are faced with the increasing
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num0er of uncontrollable variables such as fierce competition,
rapid technological updates and consumers' ever-demanding
needs. How to survive in this high-tech market becomes
an important concern faced by most of these personal computer
vendors.
Objective and Significance of the Research
This research wishes to study the marketing situation
of personal computers to the business sector in Hong Kong.
The following objectives are to be accomplished:
1. To delineate what an average buyer expects from a
personal computer.
2. To identify how most vendors address to an average
buyer.
3. To survey and analyze the existing n,ar'.:eting channel
of personal computers in Hong Kong.
4. To identify certain possible scenario which ma-yr
deter the personal computer market boom.
5. To explore certain niche in the I-Tong Kong personal
computer market,
To achieve the first objective, a buyer's preferences
on a personal computer, factors influencing his choice and
areas of application of a personal computer would be
investigated. The business sector in our research includes
all firms and enterprises carrying on buying and selling,
commerce or trade and as such include the professional
firms, e.g. accountants, lai..yers, architects, etc. which sell
professional services to the customers. Because of the
different nature of a professional firm from a business
enterprise, the preferences and expectations on a persona].
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computer from these two groups are expected to be different
and our business sector would hence be segmented into two
distinct groups, the professional firms and commercial
enterprises, so that marketers of personal computers could
address to these characteristics differently,
The second and third objectives are both concerned
with the selling of a personal computer so that how an average
buyer is induced to buy and what are the most popular
marketing methods adopted by a vendor are to be identified.
Any similarities or discrepancies between the two would
show whether the vendors are adopting the right method to
appeal to their customers.
The fourth and fifth objectives are really end results
of the above analysis, From the findings in the analysis,
a picture of the present personal computer market in Hong
K,onja- would be drawn and possible pitfalls, if any, would be
identified, so that vendors of personal computers could in
future move their products more successfully.
Because of the practicability of this topic, Innosys
Limited, a local personal computer supplier and software
consultant, with its clients list solely on the business







Based on the objectives of this research, the target
population includes two groups: the vendors and buyers of
personal computers. The vendors are included into this study
as through their day-to--day contact with the customers, they.
should have acquired considerable knowledge on the customers'
preferences and expectations. Their opinion, therefore,
represents a collection of the customers' opinion and the
marketing methods they adopt are reflection of the real
needs of the customers. They can therefore provide a better
picture of the present marketing situation than that
obtained just from a questionnaire. For the purpose of
this research, the vendors are limited to suppliers of
personal computers whose clients'-list is on the business
sector. Suppliers to individual hobbyists would be excluded
from this study.
Buyers' Group
The buyers as defined in the first chapter, are
the business sector and include all professional firms and
commercial establishments. This population is very large
and to make the research practicable, the scope of
population must be narrowed down. This research
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therefore pinpoints only those professional firms or commercial
establishments that commonly use a personal computer. Hence
only professional firms engaging in accounting services,
engineering, computer consultancy, legal services, medical
practices and architectural services are included in the
study.
The commercial establishments, on the other hand, are
confined to finance, manufacture, trading, insurance and
real estate. An open-ended question is reserved for each
group just in case a company is drawn into the sample which
does not belong to the above categories,
Population Size
Even the scope has been limited, the population size
is still very large with totally 138,520 companies included
into the study. Table 1 and 2 in Appendix , show the
breakdown of the population. Table 1 indicates the size of
each sub-group within the professional fir,mms. The total
population in this sub-sample amounted to 4.206 firms.
Table 2 shows the size of each sub-group in the commercial
sector. The total population in this sub-sample is -very
large with trading companies occupying the largest proportion
followed by manufacturing sector.
Sara lines Method
Size and Method
With such a huge population, it is impossible to conduct
a survey on the whole population. Sampling becomes necessary
to reduce the cost involved in the research to an acceptable
level. Considering the limited manpower, time and resources
available for this research, a sample size of eight hunered
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establishments is considered to be a manageable size. Simple
random sampling method is employed to draw the sample.
Companies with a Computer Versus
Companies without a Computer
The sample comes from two sources: companies with a
personal computer and companies without a personal computer.
The first category of companies comes from the business
telephone directory and a simple random sample of 550
companies is drawn. The second category is compiled from
the List of Installations contained in the Asia Computer
Yearbook 1984 and from the clients' list as supplied by
Innosys Limited. A total of 250 companies engaging in various
business services is thus compiled which very much represents
a sample as drawn from random sampling. These 250 companies
together with the 550 companies as drawn from the business
telephone directory become the sample. _\ny names identical
in the two lists are to be replaced.
Data Collection
Different Methods for Vendors and Buyers' Group
As mentioned previously, this research studies two
groups: the vendors and buyers, and different data collection
methods are adopted for these two groups.
Data Collection on FFuyers' Group
The buyers' group, as compared with the vendors' group,
is much larger in size and dispersed over a wide geographical
area, Interviews, personal or telephone, though guarantee
a fairly high response rate, are impractical for this, project
due to the limited time available. 'Ma-11. questionnaire
becomes tbe only choice for its easy application and low
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cost. Mail questionnaire is appropriate for this project
as our respondents are personnels working in professional
firms or commercial establishments. Answering a simple
questionnaire poses no difficulty for them even without
the help of. an interviewer.
However, mail questionnaires have the inherent weakness
of low response rate. Normally, seventy percent of the
questionnaires mailed will not be returned 1 To overcome
this weakness, a sub-sample of 50. companies is drawn and
the sales representatives of Innosys Limited help to
conduct interviews on this sub-sample.
Data Collection on Vendors' Group
On the vendors' group, interviews, instead of mail
questionnaire method, are employed. The vendors' group
is a very small group and through face to face interviews
with them:, more stimulating ideas could be exchanged which
could not be obtained through mail questionnaire. Two
intervie. s have been conducted with the agent/vendors of
personal computers. They are N.r. Vasco Cheung, i-'anager of
Computer Division, N.B.C. and rlr. James Chong, Sales
Manager of. Innosys Limited. Both. of them specialized in
marketing personal computers to the business section.. The
interview guideline is at appendix B.
Questionnaire Desi_ari.
The questionnaire is designed in such a way to suit the
mail questionnaire method..
J.
Black, J.A. & Charnpion, D.J., Nethods and Issues in Social
Resoarch.John kiley & Sons. Ine,NowYork, 1976,p.389
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Fixed response questionnaire is used which required no
writing from the respondent and hence greatly facilitate the
completion of the questionnaire. In mail questionnaire,
there is strong likelihood that respondents will complete
and return the questionnaire more frequently if little or
no writing is involved. Fixed response questionnaire is
also appropriate for an attitudinal survey. Other features
to increase response rate include the provision of pre-paid
reply envelope and also the guarantee to provide a summary
of the study result in return for response.
A pre-text had been run to detect any ambiguous or
unclear terms. The questionnaire is then amended A copy
of the questionnaire and covering letter is attached. in
Appendix B.
Data Analysis
Lay-out of the Questionnaire
The whole questionnaire can be divided into three
parts.
Questions 1, 2 and 3 focus on the selection criteria
by asking the respondents their preferences, expectation of
a personal computer. Questions-4, 5 and 6 centres around
the marketing aspect by asking the respondents their buying
motive and the types of sales media most appealing to them.
Questions 7 to 12 examine the profile of our sample such as
the type of trade, size of company, etc. They also identif}
companies that have installed personal. computers from those
that have not. The number of personal computers installed
and the personnel using the personal computers are also
exanmined. These questions provide a picture of the present
situation of personal computer m arke and pave the way for
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sales personnel to master a better marketing strategy.
Method of Analysis
The plan of analysis is therefore to tackle the different
aspects one by one. For all analyses involving statistical
techniques, a confidence level of 95 percent is assumed.
The whole sample is divided into two sub-samples of
professional firms and commercial establishments to see if
any perceived difference in the different question areas
exist, Hypothesis testing is conducted to confirm this
point.
Firstly, a general profile of our sample is drawn by
summing up the respondents' general characteristics in
frequency tables. Apart from dividing them into two sub-
samples of professional firms and commercial establishr oats,
further subdivisions are made to distinguish those companies
with computers from those without to facilitate further
analysis into the subsequent question areas such as the
selection criteria, marketing media, etc.
Secondly, the selection criteria of our respondents
is summed up in frequency tabulation giving the mean rank
and the distribution of rant: for each selection criteria.
The mean rank will reflect the relative importance of each
criterion. To see if there would be any perceived differences
between the professional. firms and commercial establishments
on each selection criterion, hypothesis testing by chi-square
method is performed.
On the marketing aspect, the media most appealing to
the respondents, the form of presentation, and the buying
motive would be summed up by frequency Cahulation giving the






A total of 125 questionnaires are collected, of which,
22 questionnaires are returned unclaimed as the mailing
address is incorrect. Of the rest 103 questionnaires
completed, 73 are returned through mail while 30 are done
by interviews. The response rate for the mail questionnaires
is poor because the return rate is just about 10 percent.
In mail questionnaires, a low response rate is
expected. This project has the added difficulty in that
the researcher wishes to solicit response from a personnel.
representing a company, not from an individual representing
his own opinion. All the questionnaires are therefore
addressed to the general manager of the companies chosen in
sample because the general manager is assumed to be the
personnel who knows clearly about the operation of the
company and be able to answer the questionnaire. This may
be the fact in companies of small size but in large companies
with many sub-divisions, the general manager may not be the
right person responsible for the whole company. Nany
questionnaires are hence expected to have lost in the
labyrinth of: communication, thus resulting in a low response
rate. Other reasons to account for the low response rate
might be that most companies in our sample are not interested
in a personal computer and also that Hong Kong people
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customarily lack interest in answering a questionnaire.
Equal difficulty has been encountered in interviews.
Of the sub-sample of 50 companies chosen, only 30 have
consented to be interviewed. The reasons given for refusal
to be interviewed include lack of time, lack of interest,
no suitable person to answer the questionnaire, etc.
Questionnaire Validation
Of the 103 completed questionnaires received, six are
invalidated due to incomplete or inconsistent answers, e.g,
failing to fill in the type of trades, or ticking both the
columns of professional firms or commercial establishments.
Only a total of 97 questionnaires are analyzed for this
research.
General Profile of the Sample
Distribution of the Sample
Of the total sample of 97 companies, majority are
commercial establishments (n= 77) with trading companies
(ii= 32) occupied almost one third of the total sample. The
number of professional firms in our sample is relatively
small and amounted to twenty f irsms only. There are more
professional firms without personal computers (n= 12)
than those with (n= 8). 'While in the commerical establishments,
there are more companies with a personal computer than those
without (n= 45 and 32 respectively). Table 3 and 4 in
Appendix A show the distribution of the sub-groups.
Company Size
when company size is taken into consideration, the snjority er
companies in our sample are of small to medium Size with less
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tnan li ty employees (n= 58). Forty in this category do
not have a personal computer as compared to eighteen that
have. Of the large size companies with over fifty employees,
seventeen do not have a personal computer while twenty two
have. Table 5 in Appendix A shows the distribution of the
size of companies*
Number of Personal Computers
Of those companies having a personal computer (n= 40),
more than half have two or more computers (n= 24). The
number of personal computers installed tend to correspond
with company size so that for companies having two hundred
employees or over, there is a stronger tendency to install
more than five personal computers. Table 6 in Appendix A
shows the distribution of the size of company and the
number of personal computers installed.
When trade is analyzed, commercial establishments
have a greater number of personal computers installed
than professional firms. Among the commercial establishments,
most manufacturing companies have more than two personal
computers. This may be accounted for by the fact that
manufacturing companies are usually large size company and
personal computers can make work more efficient. Table I
in Appendix A shows the types of profession/business and the
number of computers installed.
Personnel Using -the Personal Computer
Most companies in our sample have more than one use on
a personal computer so that the personal computer is usually
shared by personnel of different departrnente, Among the
personnels using the personal computer accounting/financial
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staff ranked the highest number in both the professional
firms and comnlt rcj al establishments whereas secretarial/
clerical staff are the second highest. Other uses of the
computer include operation, sales or marketing, store,
engineering, material control and production. Some companies
have specialized EDP staff to use the personal computer.
Table 8 in Appendix A shows the types of personnel using
the personal computer in professional firms or commercial
establishments.
Selection Criteria
Preferences On a Personal Computer
The buyer's preferences which are important criteria
affecting his decision to buy a personal computer are
summed up in a. table giving the overell ranking of each
selection criteria.
Table 9 in the Appendix shows that the companies in our
sample show little variation in the selection criteria. All
of them view memory capacity as the most preferred criterion
in choosing a personal computer whereas number of built in
expansion board is the second important criterion. The
professional firms varied slightly from the business establish-
ments in preferring size as more important than design of
keyboards whereas among the commercial establishments, the
order is reversed.
when the mean rank is compared, Figure 1. in the Appendix
shows that size, design of keyboard, number of built in
expansion boards, memory capacity cluster closely in the
group of commercial establishments showing all four criteria
are important criteria for commercial establishments to
choose a persona]. computer. Of the four, memory capacity
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is the most important. Professional firms view memory
capacity and number of built in expansion boards as important
criteria but the other features are less important so that
their mean ranks deviate further apart,
Overall ranking for various sub-groups in the two sub-
samples of professional firms versus commercial establish-
ments is intended to be done. However, this is ruled out
for the professional firms because of the small size of
this sub-sample. For the commercial establishments, even
with a sub-sample of 77 companies, the sub-groups within
this sample are distributed very unevenly with concentration
in trading, manufacture, and finance sector while for other
business, they are represented by a small number of companies.
It is therefore meaningless to give the overall ranking of
the sub-groups because of the uneven distribution. As an
alternative, the two sub-samples are further divided into
companies with or without personal computers to see if there
are any difference. Table 10 in Appendix A gives the overall
ranking of preferences among the sub-groups of companies
with or without personal computers within the professional
firms and commercial establishments e
The Table shows that within the commercial establishments,
companies with or without personal computer show little
variation in ranking the order of preferences except in
.the placement of the second and third order, Within the
professional firms, greater variation exists. Those with
a personal computer view memory capacity as most important
while those without, number of built in expansion boards
ranks the first. Variation exists in other choices too
which indicates that there is a perceived difference in
preferences between professional firms with a peronal
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computer and professional firms without a personal computer.
This difference may be accounted for by the fact that firms
with personal computer evaluated their choice based on actual
experience while firms without personal computer evaluated
their choice based on imagination or expectation.
Eleven companies in our sample have listed other
features as alternative choices of preference. Occupying the
first rank includes features such as operating system,
compatibility and compatibility with system of head office
and oversea subsidiaries. Features that are ranked second
important are network capability and functions. Other
features ranked from third to fifth importance include
weight, availability of parts, kinds of computer language,
screening design, durability and resolution of screen. Only
the business sample lists out these features. -ithin the
professional firms, no other feature has been included as
preference apart from the four features given as choice in
the questionnaire.
Cross tabulation on the ranking of the first four
selection criterion in relation to the two sub--samples of
professional firms and commercial establishments are
constructed and hypothesis testing by chi-square method
conducted to see if there is any difference among the profess-
ional firms and commercial establishments on each selection
criterion. Table 11 to l4 show the cross tabulation of the
first four criteria and the chi-square value calculated.
None of the hypothesis testing shows that any ranking of
each selection criterion is dependent on whether the respondent
belongs to a professional firm or commercial estsblislumcout
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The limitation of carrying out chi-square test is that
if any of. the expected frequency is very small, tiny
differences in discrepancy are weighted very heavily. Thus,
when any expected frequency is below five, chi-square
becomes unstable- it is not a fair test of our hypothesis'.
In our cross tabulation, some of the frequency are below
five, thus making the test unreliable. In any case, no
relationship can be established between the professional/
commercial sub-samples and the inking of each selection
criterion.
Hypothesis testing by further division into sub-groups
of companies with or without computer is not conducted due
to the fact that our sub-sample is very small in size and
more frequencies are expected to be below five. Hence
chi-square testing is not reliable.
Expectations Cn a Personal Computer
A buyer's expectation on a personal computer which
will influence his decision on choosing a certain brand of
personal computer is tabulated in table 15 giving the overall,
ranking of each deciding factor.
Table l5 main shows that the cot-mpani es in our sample
show little variation in their expectation which will.
influence the decision in choosing a brand of personal
computer. Only slight variation exists in the placement of
the fourth and fifth order in which professional firms rank
upgradability as more important than after sales service
1 Frooman, L.C. "Elementary Applied Statistics"
N.Y. John wiley & Sons lnc,. 1965,pp.217-218
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while reverse is the truth for commercinl establishments.
All companies unanimously choose price as the most important
criterion followed by number of application software availabi
Sufficiency of training materials and ease of operation
are viewed as not important criteria.
When the mean rank is compared, Figure 2 shows that
among the commercial establishments, the mean ranks of price,
reputation of the brand, after sale service, number of
application software available cluster closely together
while the mean rank of other factors are further apart.
Among the professional firms, price and number of application
software available rank as important factors while the other
factors are regarded as less important so that the mean
ranks are deviated apart.
The two sub-samples are further divided into sub-groups
of companies with or without personal computers. Table 16
in Appendix A shows the overall ranking of expectation among
the four sub-groups while Table 17 shows a comparison of
their mean ranks. poth tables show that much variation
exists within all sub-groups. Among the professional firms
with a personal computer, number of application software
available stands as most important followed by price. Among
the professional firms without a personal computer, price
is the single factor ranking as trios t important. Among the
commercial establishments with a personal computer, price is
most important but other factors are equally important such
as number of application software available, and reputation
of the brand and their wean ranhs cluster clesely to the
first one. Among the commercial establishments without a
personal computer, four faetors namely price, reputation of
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the brand, after sales service and number of application
software available are all significant. The two tables
show that each of the four sub-groups have different criteria
to consider when choosing a brand of personal computer.
Only two companies in our sample have listed other
factors, apart from those given in the questionnaire, as
important in deciding to buy a brand of personal computer.
They are outlook and hardward structure. The list of factors
as given in the questionnaire are therefore more or less
indicative of an average buyer's expectation.
Hypothesis testing by chi-square method, to see if there
is any difference between the professional firms and commercial
establishment on each area of expectation is conducted. To
deal with the problem of expected small cell frequency, the
ranking of order of importance is combined into two categories-,
the important and not important so that cell frequencies
can be maximi` ed.
The first to fourth rank is grouped into the former
category, the rest,the latter. Such combination is justified
as the mean ranks of the first four order cluster together.
The value of chi-square calculated is tabulated in table 18
of Appendix A. The chi-square test shows that the professional
firms and the commercial establishments are a homogeneous
group. This is expected as already the two groups show
little variation in the ranking of importance in each area
of expectation.
Area of Applications on a Personal Computer
Most of the companies in our sample have more than one
usage on a personal computer. For the professional firms
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there is an average of 2.9 applications while for the commercial
establishments, there is an average of 2.59 applications.
The most common applications of a personal computer are
word processing and accounting and financial analysis work,
The other usages are payroll, inventory control and data
storage. Some usages which are more specific such as
engineering/technical application, and graphic presentation
are less significant. Table 19 in the Appendix shows the
ranking and percentage usage on each area of application.
When the professional firms are compared with the
business sector, the professional firms most commonly use a
personal computer on word processing while the commercial
sector uses it mostly on accounting and financial analysis
work with word processing also important. Figure 3 shows a
comparison of usage percentages of applications between
professional firms and commercial establishment-.
,,,hen the two sub-samples are further divided into companies
with or .without personal computers, accounting and financial
analysis work still predominates in the commercial sector
and there is no difference between a commercial establishment
with a personal computer and one without. Similarly in the
professional firms, word processing ranks the highest usage
which is not dependent on whether the company possesses a
personal computer or not. Table 20 in Appendix A shows a
comparison of usage percentages of applications among the
four groups.
Four companies in our sample have listed other applications
of a personal computer. They are games, invoicing, commun1
cation and office automation. Thus a .personal computer can
be applied to a wide range of usages.
Chi— square testing is conducted to see if the two sub-
samples are homogeneous. The test confirms the above
except in the area of accounting and financial analysis work.
The commercial sector predominates over the professional




The companies in our sample, when looking for a personal
computer, rely heavily on other user's recommendations
followed by information obtained from computer magazines,
computer exhibition and product brochures. When the professional
firms are distinguished from the commercial sector, those
firms without a personal computer would rely on product
trochures,computer magazines and computer exhibition to
look for a personal computer while those already in
possession of personal computers behave like the commercial
sector in relying on other users' recommendation. Table 22
in Appendix A chows the overall ranking of the types of
media most appealing to the companies. The table also shows
that salesman's presentation is not very appealing to
the customers.
Three companies in the commercial sector have listed
other factors that will influence the choice of computer.
They are end user's view, hand 011 experience, and company
headquarter's introduction. In another word, the decision
to look for a personal computer is also dependent on the
internal administration and policy of a company and not
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solely on the marketing channels.
Forms of Presentation
The forms of presentation most appealing to the companies
in our sample is actual demonstration. Professional firms
behave similarly as the commercial establishments in finding
this form of presentation most appealing and this is not
dependent on whether the company has a computer or not,
Written description ranks the second in all our companies
while picture and graphic presentation are less appealing.
Table 23 in Appendix A shows the types of presentation
most appealing to the companies.
Buying Motive
Yost companies in our sample are prompted to buy a
personal computer due to the slow processing of paper work
and the cheap price currently prevail ino. Other not so
important factors are urge by staff or urge by boss and
competitor's action. The business sector with a personal
computer views slow processing of paper work as the single
important factor while price is just a little bit more
important than the other trivial factors such as urge by
staff, urge by boss. The business firms without a personal
computer view price as the chief deciding factor while
slow processing of paper work ranks the second. Professional
firms with a personal computer behave like the commercial
sector with personal. computer in viewing price as less
important than slow processing of paper work while it is
reversed for firms without a personal computer. So whether
price is a more important factor than the other fcictor of
slow processing of paper work really depends on whether the
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company is in possession of a personal computer or not.
Table 24 in Appendix A gives the overall ranking of buying
motives among the sub-groups.
Interview with Vendors
Two personal computer vendors have been approached and
their opinions are sought on the present marketing situation
of personal computers.
Interview with Mr. Vasco Cheung
Mr. Cheung is now the manager of Computer Division,
N.E.C Before, he was the manager of Omni Business System
Ltd., a dealer of Victor personal computer.
Yr. Cheung considered the most popular marketing
channels currently used is through promotion exhibition.
Interested potential customers will drop by and are asked
to leave their names and address, Follow--up visit will be
paid after Wards. A.dvertisements on media such as magazines
and newspaper are also popular but other common marketing
methods such as mass mailing or. call by salesmen are not
popularly adopted in selling personal computers,
Turning to the problem of how to attract customers,
Mr. Cheung considered the most important thing is emphasizing
to the customer hose the personal computer can solve his
problems. Inevitably, the application software that
accompanied the hardware becomes very important*
Finally, the general. marketing situation was tallied
about. Mr. Cheung thought the ITong Kong personal computer
market is somehow saturated in a sense that the increase
rate of demand will be lower than before. Personnal computer
will be applied more to network and communications usage.
Since Mr. Cheung has always worked in the field of marketing
of personal computers other than IBM personal computer, he
considered life is really tough for non-IBM personal
computer vendors. The reason can be attributed to the fact
that users who are not always so technologically minded,
prefer IBM due to the rule of play safe.
Interview with Mr. James Chone-
Mr. James Chong has been the sales manager of Innosys
Limited, a dealer of Corona personal computers and a
software house.
Mr. Chong considered promotion exhibition, advertisement
on media and calls to customers as the most popular marketing
methods. As a sales manager dealing directly with customers,
he regarded personal approach as the most effective method
for sales promotion. Potential customers are to be found
out through social relationship, salesmen's calls or enquiries
made during promotion exhibition.
As to the methods of attracting customers, Mr. Chong
emphasized the availability of software and consultancy
services accompanying the personal computers as very
important in achieving a sale.
As to the future market, Mr, Chong has an optimistic
view• Though personal computers are selling rapidly in the
past f ev years 9 th.6 market is far from saturaf ed« Most
personal computers have a life cycle of five years and
would become outdated when newer and more efficient designs
emerge. Replacement of personal computers would become quite
common in a company just like the replacement of other office
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equipments such as type-writers. Besides, the present
trend is to emphasize a desk computer for every executive
linked to the Central Processing Unit. Hence 111r. Chong saw
a huge marketing potential in personal computers. However,
the difficulty is that at present, there are many vendors
of personal computers in along Kong and the qucl,ity of
their services varies to a large extent. Competition is
therefore keen and customers being not very knowledgeable
about the personal computer, would have much difficulty to
make a choice.
Hence sales negotiations to convince a customer





Cur sample of ninty-seven companies in both the commercial
sector and professional side has indicated that of all the
features built in with a personal computer, memory capacity
and number of built in expansion boards are the most important
factors to be considered in selecting- a personal computer.
Other peripheral factors for consideration are price and
number of application software available. Although the
commercial establishments are found to be almost homogeneous
with the professional counterparts, thc-v, on the whole, have
more demands on a personal computer. Hence, apart from the
above-mentioned selection criteria, they also take into
consideration size, design of keyboard, reputation of the
brand and also after sales service.
On the areas of applications, the most common usage for
the professional firms is word processing. The commercial
sector differed distinctly from the professional firms in
that the application of the personal computer on accounting
and financial analysis work is most important in this sector.
Word Processing, on the other hand, is only next in the order
of importance.
Based on the above analysis, we can conclude that an
average buyer expects a personal computer to deal with large
volume of work so that large memory capacity is very
important. Price is also a key determining factor in choosing
a brand of personal computer. With an average price of
$15,ooo per unit, an average buyer expects the personal
computer to be capable of dealing with increasing demand of
work without the need of replacing a new one so that the
number of built in expansion boards is another important
feature expected from a personal computer. A personal
computer is a tool to increase office efficiency, and so
availability of sufficient softwares which eliminate the need
for customers to design their own software is much desired.
An average buyer from the commercial establishments has an
additional requirement in that the personal computer must
be reliable. Hence, after sales service and reputation of
the brand are also important selection, criteria.
Marketing Media
The study shows that the companies in our sample are
reserved and rational in their decision making when they
look for a personal computer. They rely on other user's
recommendation which supersedes all other marketing channels.
When this is not available, the companies rely on information
obtained from computer magazines, product brochures and
computer exhibition. About the forms of presentation,
most companies prefer actual demonstration, ioilowed by
written description. Salesman presentation is not appealing
to most of the companies in our sample.
On the buying motives, most companies are prompted to
buy a personal computer duo to slow processing of paper work
and the cheap price currently available. Those companies
with a personal computer view the former factor as more
important while those without, the reverse. Both the
professional firms and the commercial establishment are
homogeneous in this aspect.
Current Marketing Situation
The study shows that almost half of the companies in
our sample have installed personal computers and many have
more than two installations. The number of personal computers
installed tends to correspond directly with the size of the
companies and commercial establishments use a personal
computer more commonly than a professional firms. The
personnel using a personal computer is not limited to trained
EDP staff; in our study, most companies have accounting
financial or secretarialclerical staff handling the personal
computers. In fact, the latest design of personal computers
with emphasis on simple and easy operation, enables even
a layman to use the computer.
Possible Pitfalls in the Personal Computer Market
This study raises some interesting questions which are
worthwhile for all personal computer vendors to ponder.
While personal computer vendors emphasize a personal approach:
personal calls or follow-up visits after enquiries are made,
this study shows that salesman presentation is not so
appealing to most of the companies in our sample. They
rather prefer other user's recommendation or written
information contained in computer magazines or product brochures.
But on the other hand, they all welcome actual demonstration.
So the questions are: are the salesmen adopting wrong method
of marketing, relying more on verbal expression rather than
actual demonstruetion and hence they are not able to appeal
to their customers? Do they have the technical knowhow
to demonstrate to the customers they could solve their
problem? Do salesmen require some technical training, if
not, is a sendee team worthwhile to be set up to do the
technical demonstration? Without finding an answer to the
questions, personal computer vendors have not really master
the best strategy to sell to the customers.
Recommendations
The Product
Personal Computers have a sizeable market and it is
recommendable for any marketers to enter into this field.
The first step would be to look for a suitable product-
one with large memory capacity and capable to expand to
other usages. The second step would be to mark a price
which most customers can afford. The third step would be
to develop software programmes catering to the customers'
needs. In this connection, peripheral services such as
consultancy and software supply are just as important as
marketing the hardware. The set up of good maintenance
service team would also be justified on the ground that the
customers can enjoy efficient and non-disrupting service.
Of course, the cost involved in setting up these peripheral
services would be large and to obtain the maximum profit,
careful marketing strategy must be developed so that the
products could be sold successfully.
Ma.rketing Strategy
The business sector provides a sizeable market for
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vendors of personal computers and hence every effort must
be directed to tackle this market. N.arket segmentation by
profession/business is not necessary as this study has
shown that the professional group is very much alike the
business group. Market segmentation by types of trade may-
be necessary as different trades might have different
preferences and expectations on a personal computer. Due
to the small size of the sample this study has not conducted
analysis into this aspect. Furthermore, market segmentation
by company size is worthwhile as this study has already
shown that there is a direct relationship between the number
of personal computers installed and size of companies. when
most commercial companies in Hong Kong are of medium size,
i.e. below fifty employees, (Appendix c), how to tailor to
the needs of this sizeable group needs further research.
After more knowledge is obtained, better marketing strategy
can be developed.
With a suitable marketing strategy and z±th the right
qualities of a salesman, the product can be moved quickly!
APPENDIX A
FIGURE 1
A COMPARISON OF MEAN RANKS
OF PREFERENCES OVER A PERSONAL COMPUTER

























A COMPARISON OF MEAN RANKS
OF EXPECTATION OVER A PERSONAL COMPUTER



















i Number of Application Software Available
1 5.6
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A COMPARISON OF USAGE PERCENTAGES OF
APPLICATIONS BETWEEN






























NUMBER OF PROFESSIONAL FIRMS
AS AT DECEMBER 1984
Estimated Number ofCategory
Establishments








Source: Hong Kong Monthly Digest of Statistics,
December 1984
*Estimate from List of consultancy, software supplier---:z
from Asia Computer Yearbook 83-84
**Estimate from Medical and Health Department
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Table 2
NUMBER OF CO MERCIAL ESTt4=ISH E TS










Eusiness services excluding 1,865
tL-Le above
TOTAL 134,31+








































DISTRIBUTION OF SIZE OF COPANIES
With Without












DISTRIBUTION OF SIZE OF COMPANIES AND




0 12356785 10 or
above
1 9 7 3
10 19 10 3 1 1
20 9 23 6 3 1
30 99 13 l 1 1 1
100 199 3 2 1 1 1
200 or above •1 1 2 3 l 6
TOTAL 57 16 8 4 1 3 1 7
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TYPES OF PROFESSIONBUSINESS AND










Engine ering k 1 1
Law 3 1
Medical Practice 1
Architecture Oa. l l
Finance 3 2
TJL 9i— 1
Manufacturing 7 2 2 2 1 3
Trading 23 7 2
Insurance 6





TOTAL 59 16 84103001 7
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OVERALL RANKING ON PREFERENCES AMONG
THE SUB-GROUPS OF COMPANIES
WITH OR WITHOUT PERSONAL COMPUTER
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lOl -TV_L, 20 77 97
Chi-square= 4«1343 with 4 degree of freedom,
Critical value= 949 at 0.03 significance level
Null hypothesis of no association accepted
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TABLE 12
CROSS TABULATION OF RANKING OF

























TOTAL 20 77 97
Chi-square~ 4,375 with 4 degree of freedom,
Critical value= 9.49 at 0,05 significance level
Null hypothesis of no association accepted
APPENDIX A
TABLE 13
CROSS TABULATION OF RANKING OF NUNEER OF
BUILT IN EXPANSION BOARDS
EY PROFESSIONALCOMMERCIAL SUB-SAKPLES























TOTAL 20 77 97
Chi-square= 4.8893 with 4 degree of freedom,
Critical value= 949 at 0.03 oignificance level
Null hypothesis of no association accepted
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TABLE l'4
CROSS TABULATION OF RANKING OF
























TOTAL 20 77 97
Chi-square= 0.3189 with 4 degree of freedom,
Critical value= 99 at 0.03 significance level
Null hypothesis of no association accepted
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TABLE 15
OVERALL RANKING OF EXPECTATION





Pri c e 1 1 1
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OVERALL RANKING OF EXPECTATION AMONG
THE SUB-GROUPS OF COMPANIES
WITH OR WITHOUT PERSONAL COMPUTER
WITHIN THE PROFESSIONAL FIRMS AND COMMERCIAL ESTABLISHMENTS
Expectatior
0 v oral 1 Ra nk i n fz
Professional Commercial Whole
FiiTns Establishments Sample
Kith PC Wo PC With PC Wo PC With PC Wo P(
Price 2 1 1 2 i 1
Reputation oi
the Brand 5 2 3 3
nJ 3
After-sale
s e rvice 6 3 5 1 6
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mat erials 7 6 7 6
ry A
Ease of
operation 3 7 h 7
U ry'7




A COMPARISON OF THE MEAN RANK OF
EXPECTATION AMONG COMPANIES WITH OR WITHOUT PERSONAL COMPUTE!




i mmm, p- rn—rt n if nrn
Commercial
F Q f h 1-] c h rn n 4- d
-w K4' W w«•• -w-s- —w A w W V w- —JU. W A 04 i 1- 4. i.
With PC Without PC With PC Without P
Price 4.25 p Q9y 3-72 3.6
Reputation ol
the Brand 3.3 3.83 4.31 1. 71
After-sales
s ervice 3.30 4.08 4 ,81 p_ PP
Upgradability 3.13 4.16 4 .82
4. 29
Number of application
software available 3»13 zi .33 4.00 3.76
Sufficiency of
training material 6.38 3.08 6. 22 4 .82
Ease of operation 4. 50 3.17
It 7 K =5.09
Others 8.23 9 .00 8.4? 8,98
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TABLE 18
RESULTS OF CHI-SQUARE TEST ON EXPECTATION
WITH PROFESSIONAL FIRMS AND COMMERCIAL ESTABLISHMENTS
Expectation x2 p Ho
Price 0.7 p s 0,05 a
Reputation of the brand 0.055 P 0.05 a
After-sale service 0.08 p y 0,05 a
Upgradability 2.20 P 0.05 a
Number of application
software available 2.07 P 0.05 cx
Sufficiency of training
mat erials 0.3 p 0.05 a
Ease of operation 0.12 P 0.05 a
2
X= Chi-square value calculated
p= Chi-square values calculated significant or not at 0.05
1 evel
Ho= the null hypothesis that no relationship exists between




AREAS OF APPLICATION ON A PERSONAL COMPUTER





























A COMPARISON OF USAGE PERCENTAGES OF APPLICATIONS
BETWEEN COMPANIES WITH OR WITHOUT PERSONAL COMPUTERS




With PC Without PC With PC Without PC
Commercial
Es t ab lis hrn e n t s
Word Processing- 30.5 28.6 2k'fo 23.2
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Accounting
Financial analysis
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Inventory control 13a 8 .6:;o 9.8;C 16 7%j. 0. ,c
Graphic
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RESULTS OF CHI-SQUARE TEST
ON AREAS OF APPLICATION Y.1TH
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X= Chi-square value calculated
p= chi-square value significant or not at 0.05 level
Ho- null hypothesis that no relationship exists between






OVERALL RANKING OF THE TYPES OF MEDIA
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OVERALL RANKING OF THE TYPES OF PRESENTATION
MOST APPEALING TO PROFESSIONAL FIRMSCOMMERCIAL ESTABLISHMENTS
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Graphic presentation
5or tabulation 3 h 3 3
Actual
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OVERALL RANKING OF BUYING MOTIVES AMONG
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INTERVIEW GUIDELINE WITH PERSONAL COMPUTER VENDORS
1, What are the most common channels you use to attract your
cus tomer?
2. What will you emphasize to a customer when you sell a
personal computer?
3. How do you Poresee the future of personal computer market?
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The use of personal computer has become more and more popular
among the business sector in Hong Kong. This research study
will try to get an insight into an average buyer's expectation
of personal computer and the current practice of marketing
personal computer. So I would like to enlist your kind
assistance in completing the following questionnaires. The
questionnaire is straight forward and should take no more than
5 minutes of your time. Yet without your invaluable assistance,
this research could not be completed.
Please send the completed questionnaire to me through the pre¬
paid envelope attached. If you are interested in the results
of this findings, please complete question 13 and I will send you
a summary of the results.
Thank you very much for your kind cooperation.
Yours faithfully,
Dr. Danny Wong MAK Chee-bun
Questionnaire (Irrespective of whether your company possesses
a personal computer. Please try to answer the
following questions based on your experience,
information or expectation.)
1. In choosing a personal computer, which of the features will
you consider most important? Please rank the following in
descending order of importance.
(5: least important, 1: most important)
size
design of keyboard (e.g. appearance, number of
function keys, detachable or not)
number of built-in expansion boards
memory capacity
others, please specify
2. In choosing a brand for personal computer, what factor
will influence your decision the most? Please rank
the following in descending order of importance.
price
reputation of the brand
after-sales service
number of application software available
upgradability
sufficiency of training materials
ease of operation
Others, please specify
3. To what areas will the PC be applied (or has been applied.)
' Please tick as appropriate.
word processing
accounting and financial analysis work
inventory control
graphic presentation




4. When you look for a PC, which type of media would you rely








5. What part of presentation through the above media would be
most appealing to you. Please tick as appropriate.
picture
written description




6. What prompted your company to buy a PC. Please tick as
appropirate.
slow processing of paper work





7. Does your company have a PC. Please tick
Yes No
If yes, please answer the following. If no, turn to question 10.
8. How many units of PC your company possess
9. Who are the personnel using the PC
10. If you work in a professional firm, please tick the type of









11. If you work in a commercial firm, please tick the type of














13. Thank you for your invaluable response. Please fill out your
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